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X-ray Performance Evaluation of the Dexela CMOS APS X-ray Detector 
Using Monochromatic Synchrotron Radiation in the Mammographic 
Energy Range 
 
Abstract 
Digital detectors based on complementary metal-oxide-semiconductors (CMOS) active pixel 
sensor (APS) technology have been introduced recently in many scientific applications. This 
work is focused on the X-ray performance evaluation of a novel CMOS APS detector in low 
energy medical imaging applications using monochromatic synchrotron radiation (i.e., 17-35 
keV), which also allows studying how the performance varies with energy. The CMOS sensor 
was coupled to a Thallium-activated structured cesium iodide (CsI:Tl) scintillator and the 
detector's X-ray performance evaluation was carried out in terms of sensitivity, presampling 
modulation transfer function (pMTF), normalized noise power spectrum (NNPS) and the 
resulting detective quantum efficiency (DQE). A Monte Carlo simulation was used to validate the 
experimentally measured low frequency DQE. Finally, the effect of iodine's secondary generated 
K-fluorescence X-rays on pMTF and DQE results was evaluated. Good agreement (within 5%) 
was observed between the Monte Carlo and experimentally measured low frequency DQE 
results. A CMOS APS detector was characterized for the first time over a wide range of low 
energies covering the mammographic spectra. The detector's performance is limited mainly by 
the detectability of the scintillator. Finally, we show that the current data could be used to 
calculate the detector's pMTF, NNPS and DQE for any mammographic spectral shape within the 
investigated energies. 
 
I INTRODUCTION 
DIGITAL X-ray detectors based on complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) active 
pixel sensor (APS) technology have been introduced in the early 2000s in medical imaging 
applications [1], [2]. The term “active”, compared to “passive”, is used to indicate the presence 
of at least one source follower transistor in each pixel, which buffers and/or amplifies the 
accumulated signal [3]. This leads to an improved speed and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), due to 
the decreased read noise. Since the early 1990s charge coupled devices (CCD) and flat panel 
detectors (FPD, also referred to as active matrix flat panel imagers) have been used extensively 
in medical imaging applications [4], [5], [6], [7]. CCD detectors have high sensitivity due to high 
fill factor (almost 100%) and quantum efficiency, leading to small (down to 25 ) pixel size 
(increasing the spatial resolution capability) [6]. Also, CCDs demonstrate very small read noise 
[around 10–20 electrons  root mean square (r.m.s.)] because the charge transfer does not 
introduce any temporal noise. They also demonstrate marginal pixel-to-pixel and column-to-
column fixed pattern (or structure) noise. Finally, they exhibit wide dynamic range [usually 65–
70 decibels (dB)], linear response, and high image quality in terms of SNR [8], [9]. However, the 
production cost of CCDs is high, which limits their active area to 2–5 . Usually optical lenses, 
fiber optic plate (FOP) or electro-optic coupling are used to demagnify the light signal and allow 
coverage of the required X-ray field size in the patient. However, this demagnification stage 
increases the chance of a secondary quantum sink (arising from a lack of gain at a given 
conversion stage) to keep image quality within acceptable levels [10]. In other words, a number 
of optical photons can be lost in the demagnification stage. Moreover, CCDs are serial devices, 
i.e., the entire signal needs to pass through the same sense node before being read out. This 
leads to high read noise at high frame rates, limiting the use of CCDs in applications such as 
computed tomography (CT), tomosynthesis or fluoroscopy [11]. It should be noted that at low 
dose levels in fluoroscopy, image intensifier based CCDs are commonly used to enhance image 
quality by multiplying secondary generated electrons. However, these devices suffer from 
veiling glare caused by the electrons spread inside the image intensifier tube and visible light 
photons being scattered on the output optics degrading image contrast [6], [12]. Moreover, 
electron trajectories inside the tube can be distorted by the earth's magnetic field leading to S-
shape distortions in the image [13]. Pincushion and Barrel-type distortions occurring due to 
inherent limitations of the electron focusing optics can influence the anatomy shape and lead to 
misdiagnosis in some cases [13]. Finally, CCDs require high power [9] and are susceptible to 
radiation damage [14]. 
To overcome the CCD limitations, FPDs have become recently the detector of choice in medical 
imaging applications. FPDs are high-performing, radiation hard and large area (up to 43 cm × 43 
cm for general radiography applications) detectors. However, FPDs have reduced detective 
quantum efficiency (DQE) at low exposure levels [15], [16], caused by high read noise due to the 
use of passive pixels [17], [18]. Finally, FPDs at high frame rates show an excess of image lag, 
ghosting and baseline drifts due to the amorphous structure of silicon (Si) or selenium (Se) [19], 
[20]. CMOS sensors offer an alternative to CCDs and FPDs due to the potential of radiation 
tolerance, low-cost mass production, low power consumption [21], and very fast image 
acquisition due to random pixel addressing capability [22]. Stitching and tilling technologies can 
be used to obtain large area sensors [18]. Additionally, CMOS sensors demonstrate low read 
noise at high frame rates due to column parallel read out [23]. The pixel pitch of CMOS sensors 
(50–100 ) is smaller compared to that of FPDs (100–130 ). The fill factor of a typical 
CMOS APS is around 75–80% because each pixel contains at least three transistors. The limited 
fill factor, combined sometimes with modest quantum efficiency, may result in decreased X-ray 
sensitivity compared to CCDs. However, the relatively low read noise of CMOS APS (around 
100–300  r.m.s.) usually results in high DQE values at low exposure levels. Finally, CMOS 
sensors suffer from pixel-to-pixel and column-to-column gain variations (or fixed pattern noise) 
but gain correction (based on flat fielding) can be used to compensate for this. It should be 
noted that researchers have recently moved towards combining the low read noise, high charge 
generation, and collection performance of CCDs with fast readout, low power consumption, and 
high integration capability of the CMOS [23]. In a hybrid CCD/CMOS array, the CCD pixels are 
connected to a CMOS readout integrated circuit and the column parallel readout architecture 
overcomes the speed versus noise limitations of a conventional CCD. Nowadays, hybrid CMOS 
detectors have a limited area (up to around 3 cm × 3 cm) and are used in scientific 
applications. For instance, hybrid CMOS X-ray detectors have been developed recently for future 
space-based X-ray telescope missions [24], [25]. 
A CMOS-based X-ray detector is an indirect conversion system. In particular, it consists of a 
CMOS sensor (back-end), which is sensitive to visible light photons, optically coupled to a 
scintillator (front-end) which converts the X-rays to secondary information carriers, i.e., optical 
photons [6]. The light signal produced by the scintillators increases as a function of the 
absorbed X-ray energy, leading to energy integrating X-ray detectors. Photon counting 
detectors, based on cadmium telluride (CdTe) or cadmium zinc telluride (CZT), can be used for 
medical imaging [26]. They offer high absorption efficiency, spatial resolution, and increased 
sensitivity because they are direct conversion detectors (i.e., the X-rays are converted directly 
into electric charge). However, the detector arrays are usually quite small (around 2 ) and 
scanning is required for imaging larger objects, resulting in image blurring along the scanning 
direction. Additionally, long acquisition times may lead to patient discomfort and movement, 
resulting in further image blurring. 
Thallium-activated structured cesium iodide (CsI: Tl) scintillators are widely used in low energy 
medical imaging applications because they offer high spatial resolution and increased X-ray 
detectability due to the K-absorption edges of iodine (I) at 33.2 keV and cesium (Cs) at 36.0 keV. 
It should be noted that X-ray detectors can be either front- or back-side illuminated. In the latter 
case, the light photons fall on the back-side of the chip preventing loss due to reflections on the 
metal gates, resulting in almost 100% fill factor and a substantial increase in quantum 
efficiency. However, it is difficult to manufacture such detectors because they require wafers 
uniformly and precisely thinned down to 30  or less [27]. Digital X-ray detectors open the 
way to advances in the state-of-the-art of mammography, such as contrast enhanced digital 
mammography [28], [29], breast tomosynthesis [30], [31], cone beam CT [32], and others. An 
important requirement in all cases is the high detectability of X-rays at low dose levels, because 
for all these methods a sequence of images is acquired. In the current study we used 
monochromatic synchrotron radiation to measure the X-ray performance of a CMOS APS X-ray 
detector as a function of energy in terms of X-ray sensitivity [or signal transfer property (STP)], 
presampling modulation transfer function (pMTF), normalized noise power spectrum (NNPS), 
and the resulting detective quantum efficiency (DQE). A previously validated Monte Carlo 
technique [33], [34], [35] was also used to compare the maximum X-ray detectability of the 
system to the experimentally measured DQE at low spatial frequencies. It is worth mentioning 
that during the last decade several researchers used synchrotron monochromatic radiation to 
investigate the performance of CMOS-based X-ray detectors for small-angle X-ray scattering, 
wide-angle X-ray scattering (e.g., protein crystallography) and medical imaging [36], [37], [38]. 
The choice of these detectors was based mainly on the large area, suitable pixel pitch, wide 
dynamic range, and fast readout speed of the CMOS sensors. The choice of the current detector 
(namely Dexela 2923 CMOS X-ray detector) for the characterization in monochromatic 
synchrotron radiation was driven by the detector size (29 cm × 23 cm) which is suitable for 
mammography and breast tomosynthesis, the simplicity of the manufacturing technology, and 
high X-ray performance in terms of pMTF and DQE [39]. Finally, besides casting light on the 
sensor/scintillator behavior at different X-ray energies (notably around the iodine K-absorption 
edge), we also show how these data could be used to estimate the detector behavior for any X-
ray spectrum within the considered energy range. Hence, image simulation based on the 
monochromatic performance parameters can be used to predict how the mammographic image 
quality changes as a function of the used radiographic beam quality and exposure. 
 
II MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
A. The CMOS APS Sensor 
The X-ray detector is based on a CMOS APS sensor developed by Dexela Limited (a PerkinElmer 
company). Each pixel contains an option for switching the full well capacity between two 
separate modes, namely high full well (HFW) with dynamic range of 73 decibels (dB) and low 
full well (LFW) with 69 dB [39], which is operated globally across the whole active area. The 
LFW mode has lower read noise [around 165 electrons  root mean square (r.m.s.)] at the 
expense of reduced full well capacity (around ) compared to the HFW mode 
(around 360  r.m.s. and , respectively) [39]. Preliminary results demonstrated 
that the dark current at around 30°C is 6 ± 1 and  in HFW and LFW modes, 
respectively [40]. The typical active area of a single sensor module at full resolution (pixel pitch 
equal to 75  with fill factor 84%) is 1944 × 1536 pixels, i.e., 14.5 × 11.5 cm (namely Dexela 
1512 CMOS X-ray detector). The vertical dimension consists of 6 stitched periphery blocks. Each 
block is connected to a dedicated 14-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC) used to convert  to 
digital numbers (DN). In the current study a 2 × 2 array of sensors was implemented using the 
tiling technology with an overall area of 29 cm × 23 cm (namely Dexela 2923 CMOS X-ray 
detector). The average conversion gain of the four sensors forming the X-ray 
detector is 119.6 ± 2.9 and 38.8±0.6 /DN in HFW and LFW modes, respectively [39]. The 
CMOS APS sensor is front-side illuminated and was optically coupled to a scintillator using a 3 
mm thick fiber optic plate (FOP) to eliminate direct interaction of X-rays in the sensor material. 
It was calculated that this FOP absorbed more than 99.999% of the input X-rays in the 
investigated energy range. 
 
B. Scintillator Coupled to the CMOS APS 
In this study a 200  thick structured CsI: Tl scintillator was coupled to the CMOS APS 
sensor. The term “structured” refers to the high-density fibres of this scintillator, i.e., it is 
columnar structure (5–10  diameter) resulting from growth on a specially designed 
substrate [41]. This setup results in high (85%) packing density (active phosphor volume/total 
screen volume) values [42]. Hence, the respective coating thickness is 76.7 . The 
columnar structure also reduces the lateral spread of the visible photons, resulting in superior 
spatial resolution compared to bulk or granular scintillators. Therefore, it preserves good 
spatial resolution at the increased layer thickness required to have sufficient X-ray detection 
efficiency [43]. This scintillator features high light yield (around 55 000 optical photons/MeV) 
and green light spectrum (with strong peak emission in the green region of the spectrum at 560 
nm) [44]. 
C. Calculation of the Maximum X-ray Detectability 
An important parameter of the scintillator is the ability to convert the input X-ray signal into 
useful visible light (or optical) quanta. This is described analytically by the quantum detection 
efficiency (QDE) and energy absorption efficiency (EAE) parameters. The QDE (also termed 
intrinsic efficiency) corresponds to the ratio of the absorbed over the incident number of X-ray 
photons. This parameter depends on the attenuation coefficient and the thickness of the 
scintillator. For the monochromatic X-ray beam used in the current study, the QDE is given by 
the following formula [6], [45]: 
 
 
 
where  and  are the scintillator's linear attenuation coefficient [46] and thickness, 
respectively. However, scintillators are energy integrating detectors, therefore the EAE 
parameter is considered more appropriate as it describes the fraction of incident energy 
absorbed locally at the points of X-ray interaction within the scintillator [45]. This parameter 
depends on the amount of energy absorbed in the scintillator per absorbed X-ray photon, the X-
ray photons attenuated in the scintillator and the amount of incident energy. The 
monochromatic EAE is given by the following equation, a simplification of the integral EAE 
equation given in [45]: 
 
 
 
where  is the energy absorption coefficient of the scintillator [46]. This parameter 
includes all mechanisms of energy deposition locally at the point of X-ray interaction within the 
scintillator. The parameter  describes the probability per unit length that the energy 
deposited per incident X-ray photon is locally absorbed in the scintillator, 
while  represents the probability per unit length that the incident photon interacts with 
the material. It should be noted that when calculations of QDE or EAE are made, the packing 
density value needs to be considered [6]. 
As mentioned above, the EAE is expected to provide a suitable representation of the signal 
detection efficiency, i.e., the detective quantum efficiency at zero spatial frequency [DQE(0)] 
[45]. This is valid for energies lower than the K-edge of the material the scintillator is made of. 
However, for higher energies the EAE can underestimate the X-ray detectability, 
because  assumes that the energy of any generated K-fluorescence photon escapes 
the scintillator, while in this energy range  represents the increased probability that 
both the incident and K-fluorescence X-ray photons will be attenuated. Therefore, their ratio 
drops at the K-absorption edges. On the other hand, the QDE overestimates the detectability of 
the input signal, because it assumes that all the K-fluorescence photons are re-absorbed within 
the scintillator. In truth, an amount of K-fluorescence energy is re-absorbed within the 
scintillator, which cannot be precisely described by the analytical QDE and EAE parameters. 
A Monte Carlo technique was used in this study to give a more precise description of the signal 
detection efficiency by calculating the actual ratio of the reabsorbed K-fluorescence X-ray 
photons. Monte Carlo simulations were performed considering a relative standard deviation of 
less than 5%. X-ray detection evaluation was carried out by using a custom Monte Carlo code 
[33] developed for the assessment of the overall performance of indirect phosphor-based 
medical imaging detectors. Monte Carlo modeling has been performed for traditional rare-earth 
materials [33], [34] (e.g., ) and for compact powder phosphors under 
development [34] (e.g., ), taking into account the principal X-ray interactions, such 
as: 1) photoelectric absorption (including the simulation of K-fluorescence radiation), 2) 
Compton, and 3) Rayleigh scattering. The validity of the code has been verified in terms of the 
sampling algorithm subroutines [33] and previous experimental data and analytical calculations 
[33], [34], [35]. Recently, a sophisticated investigation was reported in zero-frequency DQE 
overestimations of commercially available X-ray imaging converters (e.g., , CsI: Tl, 
and a-Se) based on the study of energy impartation events [35]. This study illustrates that the 
Monte Carlo techniques have an advantage over other theoretical approaches for the prediction 
of QDE and DQE(0). It should be noted that, while in principle this would have been possible 
also by means of established Monte Carlo packages (e.g. Geant4, MCNP, PENELOPE, FLUKA, 
etc.), this would have required code modifications, which would have been time consuming for 
the purposes of the present study.Briefly, the large area limit of the DQE (DQE(0)) for a 
scintillator can be derived as [47], [48], [49] 
 
 
 
where  is the Swank factor that describes the noise associated with the X-ray to light 
conversion process and the statistical distribution of the number of the secondary generated 
optical photons. For a monochromatic X-ray beam with energy , the Swank factor is  
 
calculated as  
 
where  is the corresponding th moment of the light pulse height statistical distribution 
which can be measured using pulse height spectroscopy [49], [50]. Swank showed that for 
monochromatic X-rays and under certain reasonable conditions [47], I is equal to the product 
of  and . In particular,  describes the statistical factor of the absorbed X-ray 
energy distribution as a function of energy. It depends mainly on the K-fluorescence X-rays 
escape and re-absorption, and slightly on X-rays undergoing inelastic effects followed by photon 
escape. Hence, it is close to unity for energies lower than the K-absorption edge, and drops to a 
minimum just above the K-absorption edge due to the escape of characteristic K-fluorescence 
photons [35], [49], [50].  describes the variations in the optical pulse distribution, and 
depends on the light propagation (scattering and re-absorption) inside the scintillator [20]. It is 
independent of the X-ray energy and depends on the scintillator material and 
thickness. Reference [49] determined experimentally the for different thicknesses of CsI: 
Tl scintillator, by combining the measured I with the calculated . In the current study, the 
Monte Carlo calculated QDE and  where combined with the bibliographic  to get 
the DQE(0) of the scintillator. 
 
D. Experimental Setup 
The X-ray performance evaluation of the detector was carried out at the SYRMEP (SYnchrotron 
Radiation for MEdical Physics) beamline at the ELETTRA synchrotron radiation facility in 
Trieste, Italy. The X-ray beam originates from one of the bending magnets of the storage ring. A 
double-crystal Si(111) monochromator is used to select the required energy in the range 8.5–35 
keV, with an energy resolution of about  [51], [52], [53]. In the current study, eight 
monochromatic energies were used for the detector evaluation: 17, 20, 23, 26, 29, 33, 33.3 and 
35 keV. An ionization chamber was positioned in the “experimental” hutch at around 23 m from 
the source, to monitor the exposure. In our study, the detector was mounted on a motorized 
translation stage at a distance of around 32 m from the source in the “patient” room (the 
SYRMEP beamline features two hutches that can be used for imaging–an “experimental” hutch 
upstream and a “patient” room immediately downstream; the name of the latter comes from the 
in vivo program currently underway in that room [54]). A tungsten (W) slit system determined 
the cross section of the beam impinging on the detector, and this was adjusted to 206 mm × 3 
mm on the detector surface. A motorized stage enabled vertical continuous scanning of the 
detector in the plane perpendicular to the direction of the X-ray beam with a speed of 15 mm/s. 
The integration time of the detector was set to 15 s, leading to a total uniformly irradiated area 
of about 206 mm × 220 mm. 
E. X-ray Performance Evaluation of the Detector 
The X-ray performance of the detector was evaluated in terms of STP, pMTF, NNPS, and DQE. 
The STP describes the X-ray sensitivity and relates the average output signal (in DN) with the 
input Air Kerma ( ; in ) at detector surface. The average DN was calculated from a region 
of interest (ROI) of 2350 × 2350 pixels (176.3 mm × 176.3 mm) from each frame over 4 
frames. The images were dark field subtracted and flat field corrected to apply gain and offset 
correction [55]. 
The pMTF describes the contrast reduction at the different spatial frequencies that compose the 
image, and is used to quantify the spatial resolution of an imaging system. For the determination 
of the pMTF, the edge technique [56] was used according to the IEC standard [57] based on the 
algorithm presented in [58]. Briefly, an opaque and polished edge test object (W foil, 1 mm 
thick, 99.95% pure [59]) was placed at a shallow angle  (1.5–3°) with respect to the detector 
pixel rows and columns. The pixel values of seven consecutive lines centrally located across the 
edge were then used to generate seven oversampled edge profiles (or edge spread function 
(ESF) curves) along the sampling direction. This number of ESF curves sufficiently reduces the 
statistical noise and simultaneously covers both dark and white areas of the edge test image. 
The ESF curves were shifted laterally to overlap with each other and combined to calculate the 
average oversampled ESF curve. The latter was then differentiated to get the oversampled line 
spread function (LSF). The pMTF was obtained from the modulus of the Fourier transform (FT) 
of the oversampled LSF and normalized to one at zero spatial frequency: 
 
 
 
Finally, the vertical and horizontal pMTF values were calculated (from 0.5 line pairs per 
millimeter (lp/mm) to Nyquist Frequency  with an interval of 0.5 lp/mm) and combined 
to determine the average (over the edge's orientations) pMTF. 
The NPS describes the spectral decomposition of the noise variance in an image as a function of 
spatial frequency and it expresses the noise transfer. Hence, flat field images (including 
background illumination only) were acquired to calculate the combined detector (also termed 
read), dark current- and background-induced (also termed quantum) noise. Offset and gain 
corrections were applied to the flat images to remove the dark offset and minimize gain 
variations between different pixels (also known as fixed pattern noise). A modified gain 
correction algorithm was used to compensate for the number of used reference flat frames 
[55]. The NPS was then calculated by applying a 2-D algorithm to a corrected flat field image  
 
 
[57], [60]  
 
         is the corrected flat field image,  is a second order polynomial fit to remove 
low frequency (less than 1 lp/mm) background trends,  and  are the spatial frequencies 
corresponding to  and  orientations,  and  are the  and  pixel 
pitches,  and  express the ROI size in pixels (256 pixels in our case) and  is the number 
of ROIs used to calculate the average NPS. In order to use the NPS for the DQE calculation, seven 
lines on either side of the central axes of the 2-D NPS (omitting the axes themselves) were used 
to compute the 1-D horizontal and vertical NPS. The axes were omitted because they may be 
susceptible to any remnant column- or row-wise fixed pattern noise on the flat field images. The 
data were binned in spatial frequencies from 0.5 lp/mm to  with an interval of 0.5 lp/mm 
[57]. The horizontal and vertical NPS(x) were divided by the square of the mean pixel 
value  of the corrected flat images (for given energy and ) to obtain the NNPS [60]. The 
mean DN corresponds to the Fourier Transform of the flat field image at zero spatial frequency 
and this normalization is made in accordance to the normalization of the pMTF. Finally, the 
horizontal and vertical 1-D NNPS values were combined (i.e., simply averaged) to calculate the 
average 1-D NNPS. 
 
The DQE expresses the fraction of input X-ray quanta effectively used for image signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) at each spatial frequency, and describes the ability of a particular system to use the 
available input quanta. In our case, it depends on the X-ray absorption, noise, and resolution of 
the front-end (scintillator), and the noise and resolution of the back-end (CMOS sensor) part of 
the X-ray detector. It is calculated using the following formula [57], [60]: 
 
 
 
where  is the photon fluence per exposure ratio (in X-rays per  per ), assuming 
that the detector behaves as an ideal photon counter [61], [62],  is the average 
presampling modulation transfer function and  is the average normalized noise 
power spectrum. It should be noted that the current system consists of an energy integrating 
detector, so an energy-weighted calculation of the  would be more realistic.However, 
Samei and Flynn [63] demonstrated that for 70 kV (W/Al anode/filtration combination) with 
additional 19 mm Al, the difference between the energy-weighed and photon-counting 
approximations is less than 3%. This difference is even smaller for lower energy spectra. In 
practice, the input signal-to-noise ratio square  corresponds to the photons 
fluence  due to the Poisson distribution of the input quanta. The output  is 
calculated from the ratio between  and . Usually the experimentally 
measured DQE(0) is excluded from the DQE analysis because low-frequency artifacts (such as 
background trends) can result in unusually high NNPS at zero spatial frequency, leading to 
underestimation of the DQE. Therefore, its inclusion might make it hard to distinguish between 
low frequency artifacts and stochastic noise. As aforementioned, detrending can be used to 
reduce the low frequency trends. However, this does not change the mean value (i.e., the central 
point on the 2-D NNPS array), and it does not completely remove the excessively large values 
along the u and v axes [60]. 
 
It should be noted that we have previously characterized the same detector under clinical 
mammographic (W/Al at 28 kV) and general radiography [W/Al at 50 kV (RQA3) and 70 kV 
(RQA5)] conditions [39]. Briefly, the mammographic DQE at 0.5 lp/mm spatial frequency 
[DQE(0.5)] was found in the range 0.58–0.71 in HFW mode and 0.53–0.70 in LFW mode, 
respectively. This study presents the X-ray performance of the detector over a wide range of 
mammographic energies and can form the basis for predicting the pMTF, NNPS, DQE and image 
quality for different mammographic beam qualities. For brevity, we demonstrate the detector's 
performance in HFW operation mode only. 
 
III RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
A. Importance of the Investigated Parameters 
The purpose of medical imaging is to provide sufficient information about specific aspects of 
human body structure or function. Hence, the quality of a radiograph needs to be adequate to 
provide the required information for a given task. The primary physical parameters that affect 
image quality are spatial resolution (the ability to represent distinct anatomic features inside 
the irradiated object), noise (systematic and random variations superimposed on the actual 
measured signal), and contrast (magnitude of the relative signal difference between the object 
of interest and the surrounding background) [64]. The pMTF is the combination of contrast and 
resolution, the NPS combines the noise and resolution, and the SNR expresses the ratio between 
signal and noise in large scale objects (i.e., at zero spatial frequency). The combination of SNR, 
pMTF and NPS determines the DQE which represents the ability to visualize object details of a 
certain size and contrast (contrast-detail resolution). The experimentally measured X-ray 
performance parameters in this study are STP (which expresses the X-ray sensitivity of the 
detector), pMTF, NNPS, and DQE. Finally, QDE, EAE and Monte Carlo DQE(0) were calculated to 
express the absorption of X-rays (at zero spatial frequency) from the scintillator. 
B. X-ray Sensitivity of the Detector 
Fig. 1(a) shows the STP curves of the detector operated in HFW mode for different energies. It 
should be noted that DN refers to analog to digital conversion and therefore is an arbitrary unit. 
The sensor conversion gain  could be used to express the output signal in absolute 
units of electrons. However, in X-ray performance evaluation studies the X-ray sensitivity is 
commonly expressed by the output pixel value (in DN) as a function of the input  (in ). 
The detector demonstrated linear signal transfer with coefficients of 
determination  greater than 0.9997 in all cases. We observe an increase in the signal from 
the detector per unit  as the energy increases. According to [65] this is due to three reasons: 
First, the number of X-rays per unit  per unit area  increases as the X-ray energy 
increases up to around 60 keV [66]. Therefore more X-rays (primary signal carriers) are 
impinging on the scintillator for a given exposure. In our case, it was found that the 
increases from 4085 X-rays/  at 17 keV to 16291 X-rays/  at 33 keV 
(74.9% increase). Secondly, more secondary quanta (i.e., optical photons) are generated for a 
higher energy absorbed X-ray photon assuming an almost fixed scintillator's light yield (i.e., 
optical photons per absorbed energy). In practice, there is a small scintillator light yield non-
proportionality, i.e., the photon response of the scintillator changes as a function of energy. In 
our case, this happens mainly because the energy deposited by the secondary generated 
electrons changes abruptly in the energies around the K- and L-absorption edges of iodine. It 
was found that the photon non-proportionality response of the CsI: Tl scintillator changes from 
around 1.145 at 17 keV to around 1.115 at 33 keV (these values are normalized to unity at 662 
keV) [67], [68], [69]. Combining the non-proportionality values with the light yield of the 
scintillator, it was calculated that around 1071 and 2024 optical photons are created per 
absorbed X-ray at photon energies of 17 keV and 33 keV, respectively, resulting in 89% 
increase. Finally, there is a depth effect, i.e., as the energy increases, the beam becomes more 
penetrating, so the interacting X-rays are absorbed at deeper points within the scintillator, 
closer to the digital sensor. Hence, the created optical photons are less likely to be reabsorbed in 
the scintillator, leading to increased collection efficiency from the digital sensor. For example, 
assuming that the scintillator consists of 10 layers, only 1.55% of the X-ray photons are 
absorbed in the 10th layer at 17 keV. The corresponding value for 33 keV is 3.23%, which 
corresponds to 108.1% increase. It should be noted that the change in the detector signal per 
unit  as the energy increases is the combination of the above three reasons and the 
absorption of X-rays from the scintillator. This is obvious in Fig. 1(b) which shows the gradients 
of the above STP curves as a function of energy. An almost linear increase up to 33 keV is 
observed. However, for energies higher than the K-absorption edge of iodine (33.2 keV), we 
observe much higher slopes due to the increased absorption of X-rays from the scintillator. In 
particular, the STP slope increases by 53.8% (from 33 to 33.3 keV) while the respective DQE(0) 
value [which takes into account the absorption of X-rays (QDE) and the K-fluorescence X-rays 
escape and re-absorption (Swank Factor)] increases by 50.8%, indicating that these two 
parameters are directly related at energies around the K-absorption edge of iodine. 
 
 
Fig. 1. (a) STP curves and (b) their slopes as a function of energy. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Average pMTF curves as a function of energy. 
 
C. Spatial Resolution as a Function of Energy 
Fig. 2 shows the average pMTF curves of the detector over the range of used energies. For 
energies up to 33.2 keV the pMTF decreases slightly with increasing energy. In particular, the 
average relative difference between the pMTFs of 17 and 33 keV is less than 5.5%. The most 
likely explanation for this is the longer range of the photoelectron in the scintillator material. As 
the columnar structure of the CsI: Tl scintillator prevents the lateral spread of the light photons, 
the increased X-ray absorption depth as a function of energy does not increase the pMTF, as is 
the case in granular scintillators such as gadolinium oxysulfide . In the 
investigated energy range, the pMTF curves reach 50% at about 3 lp/mm. At energies above 
33.2 keV, the pMTF values are smaller due to the lateral spread of the K-fluorescence X-ray 
photons. In this case, the pMTFs reach 50% at around 2 lp/mm. A comparison between the 
pMTF curves at 33 and 33.3 keV shows decreasing resolution as a function of spatial frequency 
from 4% for 0.5 lp/mm to 26% for 6.5 lp/mm. The average relative difference between the 
pMTFs of 33 and 33.3 keV is 18.5%. A similar behavior was observed in our previous study [70], 
which compared the pMTF curves of CsI: Tl for three X-ray beams: 32 kV using a molybdenum 
(Mo) anode X-ray tube and 32 keV and 34 keV using monochromatic synchrotron radiation. The 
pMTF at 35 keV is slightly higher than 33.2 keV (1.5% average relative difference), probably due 
to a smaller effect of the K-fluorescence X-ray photons. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the 
FOP did not introduce a loss of spatial resolution due to the way it is constructed. In particular, a 
typical FOP consists of multiple single fibers of several  diameter. Each single fiber consists 
of a core glass which transports light by reflecting the optical photons. A cladding glass 
surrounds the core glass and it is enhanced with an extra-mural absorber that absorbs light 
leakage from the core glass. Hence, the optical photons are prevented from reaching adjacent 
fibers. 
D. Noise Assessment 
 
 
Fig. 3. Representative average NNPS at (a) 33 keV and (b) 33.3 keV. 
 
For brevity's sake, only the NNPS curves at 33 keV and 33.3 keV for HFW mode are shown 
inFig. 3. It can be observed that the NNPS values decrease as a function of  due to the larger 
increase in the signal compared to the increase in noise. This results in increasing DQE values as 
a function of exposure, up to a maximum detectability point where the detector exhibits 
quantum limited behavior (i.e., the X-ray quantum noise is the dominant source of noise). The 
comparison between the two energies shows that the spectral shape of the NNPS remains the 
same, i.e., does not seem to be affected by the K-fluorescence X-rays of iodine. However, for 
similar  levels, the NNPS curves for 33.3 keV are lower compared to 33 keV which 
corresponds to higher SNR and DQE values. This happens due to the increased X-ray 
detectability from the scintillator. 
E. X-ray Detectability as a Function of Energy 
Fig. 4 shows the average DQE curves of the detector operated in HFW mode for the energies 17, 
20, 23 and 26 keV. It was found that the uncertainties on the DQE values are less than 8%. 
However, these have not been included in the figure to avoid cluttering it. It can be observed 
that the DQE values decrease as a function of energy mainly due to the decreased X-ray 
detectability from the scintillator. In particular, the DQE(0.5) values are in the range 0.79–0.85 
at 17 keV, 0.75–0.79 at 20 keV, 0.64–0.69 at 23 keV, and 0.55–0.60 at 26 keV. Other reasons 
leading to decreased DQE values as a function of energy are 1) the decrease in the pMTF, 2) a 
change in the NPS, and 3) an increase in the  [71]. Fig. 5 shows the average DQE curves of 
the detector (HFW mode) for the energies 29, 33, 33.3 and 35 keV. In this case, the uncertainties 
on the DQE results are less than 10%. For the first two energies the DQE values decrease as a 
function of energy due to the decreased detectability of X-rays from the scintillator. The 
DQE(0.5) values are in the range 0.46–0.50 at 29 keV and 0.35–0.36 at 33 keV. At higher 
energies, the DQE values are increased due to the K-absorption edge of iodine. More specifically, 
the DQE(0.5) values are in the range 0.54–0.57 at 33.3 keV and 0.53–0.55 at 35 keV. We can 
observe that the higher energy DQE curves have different spectral shape compared to the lower 
ones. This happens due to the spread of the K-fluorescence photons that decrease the spatial 
resolution of the detector (see Fig. 2). 
Fig. 6 compares the maximum DQE values (i.e., at 0.5 lp/mm) in HFW operation mode to the 
analytically calculated QDE/EAE and the Monte Carlo calculated DQE(0) of the scintillator. The 
maximum DQE(0) has not been extracted from the experimental data because it is difficult to 
completely remove the excessive large area signal at zero spatial frequency (seeSection II-
E). Previous studies estimated the DQE(0) values by applying either first-order linear 
extrapolation [72] or second-order polynomial extrapolation [65] to the measured DQE curves. 
However, in the current work it was found that the extrapolation does not have the same effect 
on all curves, 
 
 
Fig. 4. Average DQE at (a) 17 keV, (b) 20 keV, (c) 23 keV, and (d) 26 keV (HFW mode). 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Average DQE at (a) 29 keV, (b) 33 keV, (c) 33.3 keV, and (d) 35 keV (HFW mode). 
 
 
Fig. 6. Maximum DQE(0.5) compared to the analytical QDE/EAE and DQE(0) MC. 
 
 
Fig. 7. DQE as a function of energy for three spatial frequencies. 
 
 
 
TABLE I COMPARISON BETWEEN THE MAXIMUM DQE(0.5) VALUES AND 
THE QDE/EAE AND DQE(0) MC 
 
 
Fig. 8. (a) Predicted compared to measured DQE values at 28 kV W/Al (HFW mode, 111 ) 
and (b) their relative difference (%). 
 
 
 
TABLE II COMPARISON OF THE DEXELA DETECTOR 
WITH THREE COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE FPDs 
leading to unsatisfactory extrapolations at 0 lp/mm. It was found that the % difference between 
DQE(0) and DQE(0.5) was in the range 1–6%. Therefore, it was decided to use DQE(0.5) as the 
minimum spatial frequency DQE. It can be observed that the EAE describes well the maximum 
detectability of the system for energies below the K-absorption edge of the iodine. However, at 
higher energies, it severely underestimates the detectability (seeSection II-C). On the other 
hand, the QDE overestimates the maximum detectability especially at energies higher than 33.2 
keV. Conversely, the Monte Carlo (MC) calculated DQE(0) estimates accurately the maximum 
detectability of the system for all energies. 
Table I further quantifies the above by comparing the analytical QDE/EAE and DQE(0) MC to the 
experimentally measured DQE(0.5). It can be observed that the DQE(0.5) is 43% lower 
compared to the QDE at 33.3 keV, while it is 39% higher than the EAE at the same energy. On 
the other hand, the maximum difference between the measured DQE(0.5) and DQE(0) MC is less 
than 5%, which is within the accepted precision on the DQE calculation (10%) from the IEC 
standard [57]. These results demonstrate that at very small spatial frequencies, where the 
spatial resolution does not have any effect, the fraction of input X-ray quanta used to create the 
output image is limited only by the X-ray detectability of the front-end (scintillator) rather than 
the noise of the back-end (CMOS sensor) part of the X-ray detector. 
Fig. 7 shows how the DQE values at three spatial frequencies (0.5, 3.5 and 5.5 lp/mm) change as 
a function of energy (using the same  levels compared to Fig. 6). As we discussed above, the 
DQE(0.5) is affected only by the X-ray absorption from the scintillator. However, the DQE at 
higher spatial frequencies is also affected by the ratio of pMTF to NNPS, i.e., the combination of 
contrast, spatial resolution and noise. The DQE decreases as a function of spatial frequency 
mainly due to the increasing effect of noise [73]. At high spatial frequencies (e.g., 5.5 lp/mm) the 
K-absorption edge effect on the DQE values is not significant. 
It is worth mentioning that this type of analysis also offers the possibility to predict the X-ray 
performance of the detector for any mammographic beam quality within the investigated 
energy range. As an example, we used interpolation, extrapolation and the normalized spectral 
shape that corresponds to W/Al at 28 kV (as a weighting factor) to predict the horizontal DQE of 
the detector (in HFW mode) at 111  [Fig. 8(a)]. The maximum relative difference between 
the predicted and the measured (taken from [39]) horizontal DQE values was 6% [Fig. 8(b)]. 
This demonstrates that the data acquired at monochromatic energies could be combined to 
calculate the pMTF, NNPS, and DQE at different mammographic spectral shapes (i.e., different 
radiographic beam qualities). In turn, these parameters can be given as input to an image 
simulation program [40], [74] to predict the effect of the X-ray beam on image quality (e.g., in 
terms of contrast-to-noise ratio, contrast-detail analysis, detectability index, 
etc.). Table II compares the X-ray performance (in terms of spatial frequency corresponding to 
50% MTF and DQE peak) of the Dexela detector with that of three commercially available 
hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) based FPDs [75]. All three FPD detectors have pixel 
pitches equal to 100  and are optically coupled to CsI scintillators. Their X-ray performances 
were measured using either Mo/Mo at 28 kV or rhodium/rhodium (Rh/Rh) at 28 and 29 kV. 
Hence, the average energies of the used spectra were around 20 keV due to the combination of 
the K-fluorescence X-rays of Mo (  at 17.4 keV and  at 19.6 keV) and Rh (  at 20.2 keV 
and  at 22.7 keV) with the K-absorption edges of Mo (20.0 keV) and Rh (23.3 keV), 
respectively. Therefore, their performances can be compared with that of the Dexela detector at 
20 keV. In the same table we also compare the monochromatic (23 keV) with the polychromatic 
(W/Al at 28 kV, average energy equal to 22.8 keV—taken from [39]) X-ray performance of the 
Dexela detector. It can be observed that the spatial resolution of the Dexela detector at 20 keV 
(where it reaches 50% pMTF at 2.8 lp/mm) is comparable to that of commercially available 
FPDs (which reach 50% pMTF at 2.5–3.3 lp/mm). On the other hand, the Dexela detector 
demonstrates a higher DQE peak value (0.76) compared with the FPDs (0.41–0.59). Finally, the 
investigated detector at 23 keV demonstrates similar pMTF and DQE values compared with the 
polychromatic ones [39]. This is another demonstration that the DQE values of any 
mammographic spectrum can be predicted from the monochromatic DQE data. It is worth 
mentioning that the DQE peak of the Dexela detector at 23 keV is higher compared to those of 
the FPDs, despite the reduced X-ray absorption from the scintillator. 
IV CONCLUSIONS 
 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the performance of a CMOS APS X-ray detector in a 
range of monochromatic energies (17–35 keV), and give insight on phenomena that cannot be 
observed directly with a polychromatic spectrum, i.e., how the pMTF, NNPS, and DQE values 
change as a function of energy, in particular in the vicinity of the iodine K-edge. For this reason, 
a synchrotron light source was used to provide eight distinct energies below and above the K-
absorption edge of iodine. It was found that the maximum low frequency DQE values of the 
detector (operated in HFW mode) are similar to the calculated X-ray detectability of the 
scintillator, which indicates quantum limited behavior of the sensor. This means that the 
electronic noise of the CMOS sensor is marginal and the measurement floor is only due to the 
scintillator (front-end) rather than the CMOS sensor (back-end of the X-ray detector). However, 
at higher spatial frequencies, the DQE also depends on the relationship between the pMTF and 
NNPS, as illustrated in the current study. The high DQE performance, compared to commercially 
available a-Si:H FPDs, indicates the suitability of the detector in many low energy applications. 
The increased X-ray detectability of the system due to the K-absorption edge of iodine is 
promising for contrast enhanced mammographic applications such as dual energy and digital 
subtraction mammography (DSM). It should be noted that the pMTF values decrease at energies 
above 33.2 keV. However, the decreased resolution is not the most important parameter in dual 
energy or temporal subtraction mammography, which aim to depict vessels down to 3 mm 
diameter [76], [77]. Mammographic and breast tomosynthesis phantom images captured with 
the same detector and monochromatic synchrotron radiation will be the subject of a future 
publication. Finally, we demonstrated that the acquired data at monochromatic energies enable 
the calculation of pMTF, NNPS, and DQE at different spectral shapes within the investigated 
energy range. In turn, these can be used to predict the effect of the X-ray spectral shape on 
mammographic image quality by means of image simulation based on the experimentally 
measured pMTF, NNPS, and SNR. 
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